SaniSpray HP™

High Production Airless Sprayers Designed Specifically to Spray-Apply Chemicals to Sanitize, Disinfect and Deodorize Faster
Introducing SaniSpray HP from Graco

The industry’s first airless high production equipment built specifically for your sanitizing, disinfecting and deodorizing jobs.

Graco’s SaniSpray HP products have been designed to deliver consistent coverage, without heavy drips and runs, so that you can achieve specified disinfectant dwell times.

Don’t leave your success to chance. Graco SaniSpray solutions include innovative, patented technologies to deliver highest productivity on all your cleaning jobs small or large.

Trust Your Disinfection and Sanitation Process to Graco
Graco is committed to providing the highest quality products available.

American Built Quality Since 1926
100% factory-tested and field-proven Graco’s professional spray equipment is designed, manufactured, and assembled in the USA with global components.

Industry-Leading Service and Support
We have you covered with around-the-clock product support.

Use SaniSpray HP for high production sanitizing, disinfecting and deodorizing jobs... EVERYWHERE
Not all airless sprayers are created equal. Only Graco’s SaniSpray HP sprayers are designed and built specifically to be compatible with sanitizing and disinfecting chemicals while applying them with maximum efficiency.

**ONLY SANISPRAY HP:**

**DELIVERS THE HIGHEST SPEED & PRODUCTIVITY**
Choose the SaniSpray HP model by its flow rate to match job requirements

**DELIVERS CONSISTENT ATOMIZATION & COVERAGE**
Delivers the proper atomization required to quickly and consistently coat surfaces to disinfect and sanitize efficiently

**IS BUILT FOR YOUR APPLICATIONS**
Uniquely built with the highest grade materials that are compatible with disinfectants, sanitizers and deodorizers—unlike traditional airless paint equipment

**COMES WITH EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO START NOW**
Ready to spray out of the box with everything you need—just add disinfectant and get to work

---

**The Old Way**
- Inconsistent coverage with drips and runs
- Additional step required to wipe area down
- Small reservoirs require frequent filling

**The SaniSpray HP Way**

**CONSISTENT COVERAGE FROM EDGE TO EDGE**
- Consistent application coverage delivered in high production or fine spray methods
- Complete surface coverage to meet chemical dwell time requirements
- Fastest application method—period
- Choose from a variety of RAC X™ LP QuickChange™ tip sizes to meet spray width and speed needs
A Sprayer for Every Job

The complete line of SaniSpray HP sprayers are built to deliver the highest level of productivity on every job—whether you need to treat a small room or an entire complex, there is a SaniSpray HP model with the performance to take on the task.

FINISH SMALL JOBS FAST
• Perfect for areas that require maximum portability

ADJUSTABLE FLOW CONTROL
• Full range control delivers either complete coverage on specific objects or fine spray within an area

FILL & SPRAY 42 oz FLEXLINER BAG SYSTEM
• Extended spraying between refills
• Spray in any direction—even upside down

TRIAX™ AIRLESS PISTON PUMP WITH PROCONNECT™

SPRAY UP TO 20 oz PER MINUTE

REVERSE-A-CLEAN (RAC) X LP SWITCH TIPS™
• Choose from 9 RAC X LP tips to meet your disinfectant’s dwell time and requirements

15” SPRAY EXTENSION
• Provides additional reach
• Reduces operator chemical exposure

SaniSpray HP 20 Cordless Includes:
BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR
• Dependable motor with spark-free operation provides ability to spray alcohol-based (flammable) chemicals

(2) DEWALT® 20V LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES & CHARGER
• Sprays up to 2.5 gallons on each charge

Learn more at graco.com/SaniSprayHP

*Not for use with alcohol-based (flammable) materials.
SaniSpray HP 65
Portable Hopper Sprayer

**3X FASTER THAN SANISPRAY HP 20**

- **POUR & GO 1.5 GALLON HOPPER**
  - Hopper delivers extended spray time along with self contained portability

- **GRAB & GO SELF-CONTAINED SYSTEM**
  - Carry sprayer and material together—lid prevents splashes and spills while carrying

- **EXTENDED REACH TO SPRAY ANYWHERE**
  - Add up to 300 ft of hose to spray anywhere

- **POWERFUL DC MOTOR**
  - DC motor with spark arrestor provides ability to spray alcohol-based (flammable) chemicals

- **ADJUSTABLE PRESSURE CONTROL**

- **PROX™ AIRLESS PISTON PUMP WITH PROXCHANGE™**

- **LIGHTWEIGHT SANISPRAY HP GUN**
  - Allows products to be applied faster to speed up disinfection process

- **REVERSE-A-CLEAN (RAC) X LP SWITCH TIPS**
  - Choose from 12 RAC X spray tips to meet your coating’s dwell time and atomization requirements

- **15” SPRAY EXTENSION**
  - Provides additional reach
  - Reduces operator chemical exposure

---

SaniSpray HP 130
2-Gun Cart Sprayer

**2X FASTER THAN SANISPRAY HP 65**

- **2-GUN PRODUCTIVITY DELIVERED**
  - Highest production airless disinfectant sprayer available on market
  - Simultaneous dual gun performance for maximum disinfection rates

- **SPRAY FROM ANY CONTAINER**
  - Extended spraying without refills

- **EXTENDED REACH TO SPRAY ANYWHERE**
  - Add up to 300 ft of hose to spray anywhere

- **SMARTCONTROL™ ADJUSTABLE PRESSURE CONTROL**
  - Full range control delivers even coverage on specific objects or area fine misting

- **ROLL & GO CART DESIGN**
  - Easily move sprayer and chemical bucket together

- **ENDURANCE™ PISTON PUMP WITH PROCONNECT**

- **LIGHTWEIGHT SANISPRAY HP GUN**
  - Allows faster application to speed up disinfection process

- **REVERSE-A-CLEAN (RAC) X LP SWITCH TIPS**
  - Choose from 17 RAC X spray tips to meet your disinfectant’s dwell time and requirements

- **15” SPRAY EXTENSION**
  - Provides additional reach
  - Reduces operator chemical exposure

- **MAXPOWER™ MOTOR & ADVANTAGE DRIVE™**
  - Dependable motor with spark-free operation provides ability to spray alcohol-based (flammable) chemicals
**Particle size will vary based on tip size, pressure and disinfection product used. Average particle size measured when spraying water ranges from 30-110 microns.**

*SaniSpray HP 20 Corded Handheld sprayers cannot spray alcohol based (flammable) products.**

**Particle size will vary based on tip size, pressure and disinfection product used. Average particle size measured when spraying water ranges from 30-110 microns.**

List-N Disinfectant Material Compatibility

- Compatible with List-N disinfectants that meet EPA’s criteria for use against SARS-CoV-2, the novel coronavirus that causes the disease COVID-19
- Approved Alcohol-based (Flammable) Active Ingredients—Ethanol, Isopropanol (except for SaniSpray HP 20 Corded model)
- Approved Non-Alcohol Based Active Ingredients—Aldehydes, Phenols, Quaternary Ammonium Compounds, Sodium Hypochlorite (Bleach), Peroxyacetic Acid, Hydrogen Peroxide, Hypochlorous Acid
- Consult with your material manufacturer to confirm spray application and equipment compatibility

### Modular Repair Kits

- To avoid transmission of infectious germs, SaniSpray HP sprayers are not returnable, and may not be serviceable at distributors or service centers
- Easy modular service kits are available for most sprayers—serviced by the end user

#### American Built Quality

Graco SaniSpray HP airless sprayers are designed, manufactured, assembled and 100% factory-tested in the USA with global components

#### Limited 90-Day Warranty

- Every Graco SaniSpray HP sprayer is backed by a 90 day parts-only replacement warranty
- Simply contact Graco at (844) 241-9499
- No Returns

For more information visit graco.com

North America Only
See your local Graco distributors for country specifics.